SUSAN NELSON FLEISS ENDOWED TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP

TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP SUBMISSION DEADLINE
March 18, 2019

AMOUNT
TBD; Note: The exact amount of fellowship funding varies year to year as does the number of fellowships awarded.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The Susan Nelson Fleiss Endowed Scholarship was created by classmates and family members in memory of Susan Nelson Fleiss (BS Arch ’98), to support an exceptionally deserving undergraduate A-School student to travel domestically or internationally for the purpose of research, design or personal development. The Nelson Fleiss Scholar shall demonstrate a passion for construction and embody the warmth, enthusiasm and energy that made Susan so special.

ELIGIBILITY
+ Graduate and undergraduate students who will be enrolled in during the 2019-2020 academic year

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
All required materials must be submitted as a single PDF to the Office of Recruitment, Admission + Financial Aid at a-school-admissions@virginia.edu

Applications must include:
+ Scholarship, Fellowship + Award Application Cover Page
+ Statement of Intent (1 page; The Statement of Intent must describe the travel you will complete and its benefit to your academic career)
+ Resume or CV (1 page; Include any honors or awards that you have received while attending UVA)
+ Current Academic Advising Transcript sheet (available in SIS)
+ Letter of recommendation from a School of Architecture faculty member*

* Note: Applicants are strongly encouraged to have their faculty recommenders review the statement of intent prior to submission.

TERMS
+ All recipients are required to submit the School of Architecture Scholarship, Fellowship + Award Agreement.
+ Recipients who will engage in travel abroad are required to register with the International Studies Office 30 days prior to departure. It is strongly recommended that recipients register their travel as early as possible.
+ Recipients receiving federal financial aid should consult with SIS and/or Student Financial Services to determine the impact of receiving this scholarship on their overall financial aid package.